Macedonia, and a Super Brand of Macedonia in
2011.

History

Market

The services of TELEKABEL are offered in 8 cities
in Macedonia.
The coverage with its own network in Stip,
Bitola, Veles, Strumica, Kavadarci, Kocani and Sv.
Nikole is 100%, while in Skopje it is around 70%.
Thanks to the competitive prices, the quality
of services, the selection of channels and packages
adjusted to the customer needs, as well as the
proper relationship with users, Telekabel is a
company that gains more and more customers
every day, and increases its number of users and
revenues each year.
Telekabel is one of the 4 biggest companies
on the telecommunication market of the Republic
of Macedonia, but according to the profit, it is
positioned on the second place 6 years in a row.

Achievements

Established in 1997 as a company with around ten
employees, Telekabel achieved great success and
took significant place on the telecommunication
market in the Republic of Macedonia. The starting
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of the cable internet is considered to be the
greatest achievement since this kind of internet
was for the first time introduced in Macedonia
through the Telekabel network. The low prices
offered by this company at the beginning, dropped
down the high prices imposed with the monopoly,
so that every family in the Republic of Macedonia
can afford to use internet today. The same
happened to the fixed telephony as well. For only
few years, thousands of users have become part
of the Telekabel network and can use the free and
unlimited calls.
Due to the quality-oriented and professional
working, as well as the motto – the client is
always first, Telekabel has become the company
that it is today – one of the most successful
Macedonian companies and Macedonian
recognizable brand.
6 years in a row, Telekabel is positioned among
the 200 most successful companies in Macedonia,
and the last year entered the 100 most successful.
It was claimed to be the most charitable company
in Stip, the best company in Stip, MK Brand of

Telekabel is a company built with much love and
great will to succeed. The first connection was set
up on 15 January 1997 in Stip. As a novelty, it was
very quickly accepted by the Stip residents, so
that in 1998, Telekabel expanded its business in
Bitola. After the realized connections and working
in Bitola, Telekabel has become stronger financially
and professionally, and expanded its network in Sv.
Nikole and Skopje in 1999. After overcoming
some difficulties with certain institutions, Telekabel
officially entered the market in Skopje in April
2000. The subscribers at that time were satisfied
with the channel selection, the high-quality picture
and attractive prices. Telekabel was expanding
very quickly and its network was spread
throughout the entire territory of Macedonia.
Meanwhile Telekabel has come with an idea for
improved service and novelties in its network and
established the first cable internet connection in
2004. The internet was followed by the
implementation of digital platform, and 60 new
digital channels and 3 HD channels were released
in 2005.
In 2008, Telekabel introduced another novelty
– fixed telephony with low and acceptable price
for all users.
With its operation, Telekabel contributes to
the development of the Macedonian
telecommunication market, and the presence of
the internet in the Macedonian households.
The expansion to Strumica and Veles took
place in 2008. 2011 was marked with the
entrance in Kocani, and the beginning of 2012with the first connection in Kavadarci.
Today, Telekabel is a company with established
network long lots of kilometers, a company with
very professional staff, lots of employees and its
own office space in every city, arranged according
to the newest world trends, meaning pleasant
atmosphere for the employees and users who
work and come there.

Product

• Cable internet characterized with speed,
stability and constant support without
protocol limitations and no hidden additional
payments.
• Television – cable, digital and HD television.

Most of the channels are either in
Macedonian language or with
Macedonian translation, with option to
choose from subtitles in other familiar
language.
• Fixed telephony with best sound quality,
no call interruption and no additional
payment for equipment.
• All services of Telekabel are offered
without obligatory contracts, which only
speaks for the trust that the company has
in its services and employees. The motto
– the user is always right, makes this
company different than the others, and
once the user accepts Telekabel, hardly
will he change the operator.

Recent Developments

In the following years, Telekabel is planning to
make a progress through the other Macedonian
cities where its network is not present yet. Based
on customer surveys, new copyright agreements
are concluded with high-quality channels, and
efforts are put for providing translation in
Macedonian language. Our biggest commitment is
to enable maximum support of the services, by
which we would keep the existing users, and gain
new users. For the owner and the employees of
Telekabel, the satisfied users represent the power
and the future of the company.

Promotion

For Telekabel, the biggest promotion and publicity
are the satisfied customers who talk with

company donated an ambulance vehicle and
emergency car in Stip, emergency car in Sv.
Nikole, donations in the hospitals in Stip, and
Bitola, donations for the disabled children in
Stip and Sv. Nikole, the orphans in Bitola. It is
worth mentioning that the company
sponsored the Children’s Special Olympic, as
well as the Bitola Interfest and the Stip
Makfest.

Brand Values

potential users and therefore, introduce them
with the services of Telekabel. Of course, during
the long-term operation there were many
campaigns, interesting and creative commercials
with lots of humor. One of the Telekabel’s slogans
is: Telekabel and The World is in Your Hand! Then,
the most popular and simple slogan: There is No
Faster Internet! The most recognized slogan for
the fixed telephony: It’s Free Between Us. The
humoristic commercial of Aleksandar Mitevski:
Mom, Are You Hanging Clothes On The Cable
Again? The slogans of Toni Zen: Respect For
Telekabel and Nothing’s Like A Cable! In addition,
there are number of songs performed by famous
persons, and commercials with famous actors.
Over the past few years, Telekabel has been
celebrating its jubilee with charity activities. The

All services of Telekabel are very well known
to the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia.
The everyday care about the users and the
selection of the best channels and packages, all
of that included in prices acceptable for the
Macedonian citizens, makes this company
different than the others. The strong positioning
of Telekabel on the Macedonian market results
from the hard work demonstrated by the
management team of the company and all
employees who solve end users’ issues and
problems responsibly and on everyday basis. The
flexibility in the payment of bills and the
understanding of user problems are part of our
business. Telekabel is present in many companies,
institutions and families, and we are subjected to
everyday monitoring by the thousands of users
who evaluate our work at every single moment.
All those satisfied users represent a confirmation
for the value of the brand.

www.telekabel.com.mk
Things you didn't know about...

TELEKABEL
Telekabel established the first cable connection
in Macedonia on 15 January 1997 in the city of
Stip.
Telekabel is the first company that established
the first cable internet connection in Macedonia.
Each year on 15 January, Telekabel celebrates a
jubilee of its operation, and organizes charity
events upon that occasion.
Telekabel is the only company that works
without obligatory contracts from the very
beginning.
Telekabel is one of the 4 biggest
telecommunication companies in Macedonia,
and it is the only company with 100%
Macedonian capital.
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